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Abstract. Earlier work has shown that partial evaluation of a self-interpreter with respect to an input program can be used to effect program transformation. This talk shows that this technique, augmented by a preliminary abstract interpretation, can yield, among many other transformations:

• Safe, efficient execution of programs in an unsafe language, and

• A change in program style, from one list representation to another. Further, partial evaluation can be viewed as an on-line polyvariant abstract interpretation, augmented by code generation. This view generalizes conventional projection-based partial evaluation in the direction of Turcin's supercompilation.

Partial evaluation for optimization and other program transformations

Beginning programmers, once they discover that the same operation may be performed in various ways of differing efficiency, sometimes write code such as “if x = 2, then compute x * y by a left shift, else use the multiply instruction.” This is, of course, useless: The time it takes to determine whether or not x = 2 exceeds the time saved by performing a shift instead of a multiply.

The situation can be quite different, however, if a partial evaluator is used to transform a source program $pgm$ by specializing a self-interpreter $int$. By definition of partial evaluation $[q](s,d) = [q_e](d) = [[mix](q,s)](d)$ for any program $q$ with inputs $s$ and $d$.

Recall that a self-interpreter should satisfy, for any program $p$ and input $d$ (notation from [7]):

$$\llbracket p \rrbracket(d) = [int](p,d)$$

Partial evaluation can compute a specialized program by specializing the self-interpreter:

$$p' = int_p = [[mix](int,p)$$
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Thus the transformation of $p$ into $p' = \text{int}_p$ yields a semantically equivalent program, that is $\llbracket p' \rrbracket = [p]$. The transformed program $p'$ may be more or less efficient than $p$. If $\text{mix}$ is “optimal” (as defined in [7]) then $p'$ will always be at least as fast as $p$.

**An interpreter can exploit the results of abstract interpretation**

The naive reasoning of the beginner can be of some use if it can be determined before program execution begins that $x = 2$. The point is that information about the program being executed which can be discovered statically (from the program alone, without its input data), can be exploited by the interpreter to select among alternate ways to do a given calculation. Since the information is static, tests on it will be removed during specialization.

We now make the technique more explicit. The first step is to devise an appropriate framework for abstract interpretation (static program analysis, see [3, 1, 8]), whose abstract values are relevant to deciding when the interpreter may use more efficient operations. Let $p^{ann}$ denote the result of an abstract interpretation. This consists of the original program $p$, annotated with descriptions of the values manipulated at the various program points in $p$, where the descriptions are given by values over an abstract interpretation lattice or other domain.

The second step is to write an interpreter for the language which has as input:

1. The program to be executed,
2. Abstract values describing the values of its variables at every program point, and
3. The program’s own input.

The interpreter is written to execute the program correctly; but also to exploit the abstract values wherever possible to improve execution speed:

$$[p](d) = \llbracket \text{int} \rrbracket(p^{ann}, d)$$

Of course, the savings realized by using fast operations are outweighed by the costs of testing the annotations, and these are again outweighed by the costs of running interpretively. The situation is quite different, however, when partial evaluation is applied since neither the interpretive overhead nor the abstract interpretation occur at run-time.

Program transformation from $p$ to $p'$ is thereby done in two steps:

- Perform the abstract interpretation to obtain $p^{ann}$
- Specialize the self-interpreter, using the program and the abstract values as static input:

$$p' = \text{int}_{p^{ann}} = \llbracket \text{mix} \rrbracket(\text{int}, p^{ann})$$
Safe execution of programs in an unsafe language

Assume given a language in which operations may be performed in two ways: “fast but unsafe” and “safe but slow”. Combination of abstract interpretation and partial evaluation can yield a transformer from a program written using only “fast” operations to an equivalent version using “safe but slow” operations only as necessary to avoid run-time errors.

For example, a store operation into a memory address (direct or computed) might require the address both to lie within the current program's data address space, and as well to be a multiple of 4. For this example it would be natural to abstract each variable's values by two things: its value modulo 4, using a lattice with elements {⊥, 0, 1, 2, 3}; and an interval such as [0, 32767] or [1024, ∞].

Construct a self-interpreter int that consults the abstract value whenever it is to perform an operation to store into location L. Suppose the program’s legal address area is the interval [ℓ, u], and that the abstract value for this address expression is m ∈ {⊥, 0, 1, 2, 3}; together with an interval [a, b]. The interpreter’s actions:

- If m ∈ {⊥, 1, 2, 3} or [a, b] ∩ [ℓ, u] = {}, then issue an error message and stop immediately.
- If m = 0 and [a, b] ⊆ [ℓ, u], then perform the store operation without testing.
- Otherwise: if m = ⊤ then perform a test L mod 4 = 0?; and if [a, b] \ [ℓ, u] ≠ {} then perform a range test L ∈ [ℓ, u]?. Stop if either answer is “no,” else perform the store operation.

Changing programs from one abstract data type into another

A related application of this technique is to “list compression”: translating a program using conventional Lisp-like “1-lists” with one data field and one pointer per cell, into an equivalent version that uses a more compact “2-list” form with 2 data fields per cell (and one pointer). For large n, with the 2-list representation 50% of the memory to store an n-element list consists of pointers. This proportion is reduced to 33% when using the 2-list representation. Following are ML-like datatype declarations for 1-lists and 2-lists:

```
datatype list = NIL | CONS of int * list

datatype list2 = D2 of int * tail2
    | EV of tail2

and tail2 = NL2
    | CW2 of int * int * tail2
```

Sequence representation depends on its parity, i.e. whether its length is even or odd:
\[\begin{align*}
[1, a_2, \ldots, a_{2n}] & \Rightarrow EV(CN2(a_1, a_2, CN2(a_3, a_4, \ldots, CN2(a_{2n-1}, a_{2n}, NL2) \ldots))) \\
[1, a_2, \ldots, a_{2n+1}] & \Rightarrow OD(a_1, CN2(a_2, a_3, \ldots, CN2(a_{2n}, a_{2n+1}, NL2) \ldots))
\end{align*}\]

A natural first step is to program an interpreter that accepts a program manipulating 1-lists, but simulates it assuming that input and output data are all represented in 2-list form. This is straightforward, except that some code is needed to keep track, or determine, the parity of an entry in a 2-list. For instance, a “cons” operation would require a test:

```haskell
fun CNS x EV(ys) = OD(x,ys))
fun CNS x OD(y, ys) = EV(CN2(x,y,ys))
```

Consider the “append” program:

```haskell
fun ap nil ys = ys
fun ap cons(x,xs) ys = cons(x, (ap xs ys))
```

Specializing the interpreter just described with respect to the 1-list program “append” indeed gives an equivalent 2-list program. However, its efficiency is less than desirable: it actually runs slower than the original. The reason is due to multitudinous tests carried out on the parity of the arguments.

A natural question is whether this can be improved? For instance, it seems natural that “append” should only need to check the parity of its two arguments at the start of execution, whereafter it should be able to proceed straight ahead down the data lists, performing one CN2 operation every time it sees two new data values.

The answer is “yes.” The technique is to perform an abstract interpretation on the results yielded by “append.” A polyvariant parity analysis reveals that “append” takes (even,even) and (odd, odd) to even, and the two mixed argument combinations to odd. Equipping the interpreter to exploit this information, code equivalent to the following will be obtained:

```haskell
fun ap EV(xs) EV(ys) = EV(evens xs ys)
| OD(x, xs) EV(ys) = OD(x, evens xs ys)
| OD(x, xs) OD(y, ys) = OD(odds x xs y ys)
| EV(NL2) OD(y, ys) = OD(y, ys)
| EV(CN2(u,v,xs)) OD(y, ys) = OD(s,odds v xs y ys))

fun evens NL2 ys = ys
| CN2(u,v,xs) ys = CN2(u,v,(evens xs ys))

fun odds x NL2 y ys = CN2(x,y,ys)
| x CN2(u,v,xs) y ys = CONS2(x,u,(odds v xs y ys))
```

Such a program transformation has been studied before, using entirely different methods: refinement types in [13], and second-order polymorphic lambda calculus in [6]. Our point here is that such transformation can be performed
by specializing an interpreter; and that more efficient transformed code can be
obtained by a preliminary abstract interpretation.

*Experiments.* Saumya Debray has implemented this transformation and tried
it out on a number of programs. It seems to work well when the lengths of the
lists involved vary systematically (e.g. append and merge sort), and less well
for quicksort: The unpredictability of the sublist lengths causes the transformed
program to contain many tests, reducing its efficiency. Further, some experiements
revealed unexpected interactions with other compiler optimizations, for example
to exploit tail recursion, and special treatment some compilers give to binary
lists.

**Partial evaluation as on-line abstract interpretation**

It is known that Turchin’s “supercompilation” methodology [14] for program
transformation is more powerful than partial evaluation as usually practiced.
For example, Turchin said in 1987 that supercompilation could specialize a naive
pattern-matching algorithm so as to obtain the efficient linear-time matcher
output by the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm [12].

Since this was well beyond the reach of current partial evaluators, it was
natural to ask the question: Why is it possible? At first some thought it was due
to the programming language Refal used by the first supercompilers, with associ-
ative nested symbol strings as data structures. This was shown false, however,
by the results of [5] using a rather different language.

Paper [11] shows that a generalization of the usual approaches to partial eval-
uation can achieve this effect, and so captures at least a part of supercompilation.
This approach is seen to give specializations not achieved by the traditional
framework. Examples include use of parity information, and relational abstract
interpretations to obtain the Knuth-Morris-Pratt result by specializing a naive
string matcher.

The main ideas are the following

**Generalizing partial evaluation towards supercompilation.** Many exist-
ing partial evaluation algorithms use as a partially known value a *store projec-
tion*: A partial-evaluation-time representation of a run-time state consists of the
completely known values of some variables, and “unknown” for others.

A more general approach to manipulate partial evaluation-time values is to
use an abstract value that describes a *set of stores*, rather than just the known
parts of one particular store. Using a flowchart framework for simplicity, the idea
is to simulate a computation

\[(p_0, s_0) \rightarrow (p_1, s_1) \rightarrow (p_2, s_2) \rightarrow \ldots\]

by means of an *instrumented computation*

\[((p_0, s_0), s_0) \rightarrow ((p_1, s_1), s_1) \rightarrow ((p_2, s_2), s_2) \rightarrow \ldots\]
Here $p_0, p_1, \ldots$ are program points, e.g. labels in the program being executed, $s_0, s_1, \ldots$ are stores, i.e. mappings of variables to values. At specialization time the partial evaluator manipulates sets of stores $S_0, S_1, \ldots$. An invariant will be maintained: that $s_i \in S_i$ for all $i$, i.e. that the store sets “cover” any actual stores entered into by the program.

The information given by this invariant is the source of all improvements gained by this type of program specialization. Its use is to optimize the specialized program by generating equivalent but more efficient code exploiting the information given by $S$. In particular some computations may be elided altogether, since their effect can be achieved by using the $S$ at transformation time. Further, knowledge of $S$ often allows a very economical representation of the stores $s \in S$, since their common features are known at specialization time.

**Relation to abstract interpretation.** During program transformation the partial evaluator does not, of course, manipulate actually infinite sets of stores, but rather only finite descriptions of them. Further, the partial evaluator does not simulate all possible computations, but rather collects together enough store set descriptions to cover all states the program can reach in any run-time computation. The results of this are used as a basis for generating residual code to appear in the specialized program (not emphasized in this overview).

The original Cousot and Cousot framework [3] involving “abstraction” and “concretization” functions, upper closure operators, etc is perfectly well-suited to describe this process. From this viewpoint, the projections used in much partial evaluation are thus an “independent attribute” abstraction, whereas more general descriptions of store sets form a “relational” abstraction of a store set (terminology from [9]).

**An example: Collatz’ problem in number theory.** This problem amounts to determining whether the following program terminates for all positive $n$. To our knowledge it is still unsolved. We will show how an abstract interpretation can be used to transform it into another version which is somewhat faster.

\begin{verbatim}
A: if n = 1 goto G;
B: if n even
    then (C: n := n \div 2);
    else (D: n := 3 * n + 1);
fi;
goto A;
G:
\end{verbatim}

The program has only one variable $n$, so a store set is essentially a set of values. We use just four store sets:

- $Even = \{ [n \mapsto x] \mid x \in \{0, 2, 4, \ldots\} \}$
- $Odd = \{ [n \mapsto x] \mid x \in \{1, 3, 5, \ldots\} \}$
- $\top = \{ [n \mapsto x] \mid x \in \mathbb{N} \}$
- $\bot = \{ \}$
A polyvariant abstract interpretation gives the following reachable store sets.

\{(A, T), (G, Odd), (B, T), (C, Even), (D, Odd), (A, Even), (G, \perp), (B, Even), (D, \perp)\}

Assembling these program points into a new program we get a new program.

\begin{verbatim}
A_T: if n = 1 goto G_Odd
B_T: if n even
    then C_Even: n := n \div 2;
    else D_Odd: n := 3 * n + 1;
        A_Even: if n = 1 goto B_Even else G_\perp;
    B_Even: if n even then goto C_Even
        else goto D_\perp
fi;
goto A_T;
G_Odd:
\end{verbatim}

The labels D_\perp, G_\perp are inaccessible (empty sets of stores!), so the tests leading to them may be elided. Removing them gives the following somewhat faster program:

\begin{verbatim}
A_T: if n = 1 goto G_Odd
B_T: if n even
    then C_Even: n := n \div 2;
    else D_Odd: n := 3 * n + 1;
        goto C_Even
fi;
goto A_T;
G_Odd:
\end{verbatim}

The example is interesting not for what it does, but because it has a different flavor than the usual partial evaluation, due to the use of abstract interpretation.

**An example: string pattern matching.** In this example we use as a state description a term containing constants (the symbols A, B) and built up using concatenation (:) from program configurations. For example, the term

loop AB ss AAB (s : ss) describes the set of all states obtained by replacing the ss by one value, and s by another value (the same in both occurrences).

Following is a simple program for string pattern matching; it determines whether pattern \(p\) occurs as a contiguous substring of subject \(s\).
match \ p\ s
\ = \ loop\ p\ s\ p\ s

\ loop\ []\ ss\ op\ os\ = \ True
\ loop\ (p:\ pp)\ []\ op\ os\ = \ False
\ loop\ (p:\ pp)\ (s:\ ss)\ op\ os\ = \ if\ p = s\ then\ loop\ pp\ ss\ op\ os\ else\ next\ op\ os

next\ op\ []\ = \ False
next\ op\ (s:\ ss)\ = \ loop\ op\ ss\ op\ ss

The following diagram contains an exhaustive set of state descriptions for this program, if run with fixed pattern \ AAB \ and an unknown subject string \ s. 

```
match \ AAB\ u
  ↓
(f_{AAB}) \ loop\ AAB\ u\ AAB\ u\ ———> False
  ↓
(g) A = s -> \ loop\ AB\ ss\ AAB\ (s:\ ss)
      \ □ next\ AAB\ (s:\ ss)
  ↓
(f_{AB}) \ loop\ AB\ ss\ AAB\ A:\ ss\ ———> False
  ↓
(h) A = s -> \ loop\ B\ ss\ AAB\ (A:\ s:\ ss)
      \ □ next\ AAB\ (A:\ s:\ ss)
  ↓
(f_{B}) \ loop\ B\ ss\ AAB\ A:\ A:\ ss\ ———> False
  ↓
B = s -> \ loop\ []\ ss\ AAB\ (A:\ A:\ s:\ ss)
      \ □ next\ AAB\ (A:\ A:\ s:\ ss)
  ↓
\ loop\ []\ ss\ AAB\ A:\ A:\ B:\ ss
  ↓
True
```

This set of states consists largely of known constants, and so can be converted
to a significantly simpler program.

\[ \begin{align*}
  f u &= f_{AAH} u \\
  f_{AAH} [] &= False \\
  f_{AAH} (s : ss) &= g s ss \\
  g s ss &= \text{if } A = s \text{ then } f_{AH} ss \text{ else } f_{AAH} ss \\
  f_{AH} [] &= False \\
  f_{AH} (s : ss) &= h s ss \\
  h s ss &= \text{if } A = s \text{ then } f_{H} ss \text{ else } g ss \\
  f_{H} [] &= False \\
  f_{H} (s : ss) &= \text{if } A = s \text{ then } g s ss \text{ else } \\
  &\quad \text{if } B = s \text{ then } true \text{ else } h s ss
\end{align*} \]

Note that the transformed program scans through the subject string only once; the repeated backing up seen in the original program has vanished.
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